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Abstract. It is shown that any split product of quatemion algebras with 
orthogonal involution is adjoint to a Pfister form. This settles the Pfister 
Factor Conjecture formulated by D.B. Shapiro. A more general problem 
on decomposability for algebras with involution is posed and solved in the 
case where the algebra is equivalent to a quatemion algebra. 

Let K be a field of characteristic different from 2. By a K -algebra with in
volution we mean a pair (A, a) of a central simple K -algebra A and a K -lin
ear involution a : A ---* A. Involutions of this kind are either orthogonal 
or symplectic. 

A (regular) quadratic form <p over K can be understood as a pair 
(V, (', '}",) of a finite-dimensional K-vector space V and a nonsingular 
symmetricbilinearform(·, ')",: VxV ---* K.LetAd(<p) denote the adjoint 
K -algebra with involution (EndK(V), a) where a : EndK(V) ---* EndK(V) 
is determined by the condition that (f(v), w)", = (v, a(j)(w)}", for all 
v, w E V and f E EndK(V). 

Assigning to a quadratic form its adjoint algebra with involution yields 
a one-to-one correspondence between the similarity classes of quadratic 
forms over K and the isomorphism classes of split K -algebras with or
thogonal involution (see [7, p. 1]). This correspondence commutes with 
taking tensor products and with extension of the field of scalars. The no
tions of isotropy and hyperbolicity are defined for algebras with involution 
in such a way that, in particular, a quadratic form is anisotropic, isotropic, 
or hyperbolic if and only if its adjoint algebra with involution has the same 
property (see [2]). 

Since Pfister forms playa key role in the theory of quadratic forms, it 
seems natural to look for a corresponding concept in the theory of algebras 
with involution. An n-fold Pfister form over K is a quadratic form of the 
shape (1, a] }0· .. 0 (1, all) over K, with a], ... ,all E KX. The algebra with 
involution adjoint to this form is isomorphic to 0;1=] Ad( (l, ai)), which is 
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a product of split K -quaternion algebras with involution. It is well-known 
that a quadratic form n over K is similar to an n-fold Pfister form if and 
only if dim(n) = 21l and nL is either anisotropic or hyperbolic for every 
field extension L / K. These facts together motivate the search for a similar 
characterization of products of quaternion algebras with involution within 
the class of K -algebras with involution. 

Conjecture. Let n E N and let (A, a) be a K -algebra with involution 
such that deg(A) = 21l. There exist K -quaternion algebras with involu
tion (Qi, ai) (1 :::: i :::: n) such that (A, a) ~ ®;1=1 (Qi, ai) if and only 
if, for every field extension L/ K, the L-algebra with involution (A, a)L is 
either anisotropic or hyperbolic. 

In the case where a is orthogonal and n :::: 3, this is proven in 
[1, (2.10)]. In the split symplectic case, the conjecture holds trivially. In 
fact, if A is split and a is symplectic, then (A, a) is hyperbolic and iso
morphic to ®7=1 (Q, ai) where Q is the split quaternion algebra M2(K), al 

is the canonical involution on Q, and a2, ... ,all are arbitrary orthogonal 
involutions on Q. 

In the case where A is split and a is orthogonal, one has essentially to 
decide whether the decomposability of (A, a) into a product of n quaternion 
algebras with orthogonal involution yields that (A, a) ~ Ad(n) for some 
n-fold Pfister form n over K. In [13, Chap. 9], Shapiro shows the equivalence 
of this problem with a conjecture on spaces of similarities of quadratic 
forms, which he had considered in his thesis and a series of papers around 
1975 (see [13] for references) and called the Pfister Factor Conjecture, 
and to which he had obtained a solution in the cases where n :::: 5, and 
also for arbitrary n over particular ground fields including number fields. 
After in [13] Shapiro gave a reformulation of the problem in terms of split 
products of quaternion algebras with involution, different proofs for n :::: 5 
were given in [12], [14], and [1]. Recently, a proof of the case n = 6 was 
obtained in [6, Sect. 10]. 

Theorem 1 confirms the above conjecture in the split orthogonal case and 
thus establishes the Pfister Factor Conjecture in full generality. The conjec
ture formulated above is in fact confirmed in the more general case where 
A is Brauer equivalent to a quaternion algebra. This is done by the corollary 
for the symplectic case and by Theorem 2 for the orthogonal case. 

The general reference for the theory of algebras with involution is [7]. 
A standard reference for the theory of quadratic forms over fields is [8]. 

Let WK denote the Witt ring of K. For a quaternion algebra Q over K 
we denote by K(Q) the function field of the conic defined by the pure part 
of the norm form of Q. Note that K(Q) is a generic splitting field for Q. 

Proposition. Let (A, a) be an algebra with orthogonal involution over K. 
Assume that A is Brauer equivalent to a quaternion algebra Q and that 
(A, a)K(Q) is adjoint to a Pfister form over K(Q). Then (A, a)K(Q) is adjoint 
to 1fiK(QJior some Pfister form 1/1 defined over K. 
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Proof. Let TC be a Pfister form over K(Q) and assume that (A, a)K(Q) is 
adjoint to TC. Recall that the extension K(Q)I K is excellent (cf. [5, Appen
dix II] or [11]). By [5, Proposition 2.10], in order to show that TC can be 
defined as a Pfister form over K, it is sufficient to show that TC represents 
a class in the image of the natural map WK ---7 WK(Q) defined by scalar 
extension. This image is described by an exact sequence (cf. [10, The
orem 6b] or [3, Lemma 3.1]) as the kernel of the product of all the second 
residue maps a; : WK(Q) ---7 WKv where v is any K-valuation of K(Q) 
with residue field Kv' 

Let v be an arbitrary K -valuation on K(Q) with residue field Kv' We need 
to show that a;(TC) = 0 in WKv' Since Q is defined over K and splits over 
K(Q), a standard argument shows that Q also splits over Kv' Let M denote 
the completion of K(Q) with respect to v. As Kv is still the residue field of 
von M, one has a;(TC) = a;(TCM) in WKv' Let L be the relative algebraic 
closure of K in M. Then LI K embeds naturally into Kvl K, and Kvl L is 
a finite purely inseparable extension. As L contains K and is therefore of 
characteristic different from 2, it follows that the extension Kvl L is of odd 
degree. Therefore Q already splits over L. Let P be a quadratic form over L 
such that (A, a)L ~ Ad(p). Then Ad(PM) ~ (A, a)M ~ Ad(TCM), so PM and 
TCM are similar. As P is defined over L, one has a;(PM) = O. It follows that 
one of a~(TC) and a;(TC) is trivial. But as TC is a Pfister form, a;(TC) is either 
trivial or a scalar multiple of a~(TC). Thus a;(TC) = 0 in any case. 0 

Lemma. Let (A, a) be an algebra with orthogonal involution over K. 
Assume that A is Brauer equivalent to a quaternion algebra Q. Then (A, a) 
is hyperbolic if and only if (A, a)K(Q) is hyperbolic. 

Proof. This follows from the result proven independently in [4] and in 
[9, Proposition 3.3]. 0 

Theorem 1. Let n EN and let (Ql, al), ... , (QIl' all) be K-quaternion al
gebras with involution. If 0~'=1 (Qi, ai) is a split K -algebra with orthogonal 
involution, then it is adjoint to a Pfister form. 

Proof. If the involution of 0~'=1 (Qi, ai) is orthogonal, then the number of 
symplectic factors (Q i, ai) is even. Any product of two quaternion algebras 
with symplectic involution is isomorphic to a product of two quaternion 
algebras with orthogonal involution. One may therefore assume that all 
factors in the product are orthogonal. 

For n = 1 the statement is trivial. We proceed by induction on n. 
Assume that the statement holds for n. Let (Ql, al)"'" (QIl+l. an+l) be 
K -quaternion algebras with orthogonal involution such that 0;':::/ Qi is 
split. Let (A,a) = 0;1=I(Qi,ai) and (Q.r) = (Qn+l,all+I). Then A is 
Brauer equivalent to Q, and there exists a quadratic form <p over K such 
that (A, a) 0 (Q, r) ~ Ad(<p). By the induction hypothesis, (A. a)K(Q) is 
adjointto a Pfister form. The proposition shows that (A, a)K(Q) ~ Ad( o/K(Q» 
for an n-fold Pfister form 0/ defined over K. If (A. a) is hyperbolic, then 
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also (A, cr) ® (Q, r) is hyperbolic and cP is the hyperbolic (n + I)-fold 
Pfister form. Assume now that (A, cr) is not hyperbolic. By the lemma, then 
(A, cr)K(Q) is not hyperbolic. So, the Pfister form 1jfK(Q) is not hyperbolic, 
and therefore anisotropic. 

Let L = K(1jf). Then 1jfL(Q) is an isotropic Pfister form, thus hyperbolic. 
Hence (A, crh(Q) ~ Ad(1jfL(Q» is hyperbolic. By the lemma, this implies 
that (A, cr)L is hyperbolic. Therefore (A, cr)L ®L (Q, r)L is hyperbolic. 
Since this product is adjoint to CPL, this shows that cP becomes hyperbolic 
over L = K(1jf). As dim(1jf) = 211 and dim(cp) = 211+1, using [8, Chap. X, 
Theorem 4.11] it follows that the anisotropic part of cP is isometric to f3 ® 1jf 
for some quadratic form f3 over K with dim(f3) ::: 2. If dim(f3) = 0 then cP 
is the hyperbolic (n + I)-fold Pfister form. If dim(f3) = 2, then cP is similar 
to an (n + I)-fold Pfister form rr and (A, cr) ~ Ad(cp) ~ Ad(rr). 

If dim(f3) = 1 then, as 1jfK(Q) is anisotropic, CPK(Q) is isotropic but not 
hyperbolic, thus not similar to a Pfister form. However, there exists d E K X 

suchthat(Q, r)K(Q) ~ Ad«(l, -d}K(Q», and then (A, cr)K(Q)®K(Q)(Q, r)K(Q) 
is adjoint to the Pfister form (1jf ® (1, -d})K(Q), which therefore is similar 
to CPK(Q)' Therefore dim(f3) 1= 1, and the proof is complete. 0 

As a consequence, the different versions of the Pfister Factor Conjecture 
formulated by Shapiro in [13] all hold, for in [l3, Chap. 9] it is shown that 
they are equivalent to the statement of Theorem 1. 

Corollary. Let Q be a quaternion algebra over K. Let (A, cr) be a cen
tral simple K -algebra with symplectic involution such that A is Brauer 
equivalent to Q and deg(A) = 211 with n E N. Let y denote the canonical 
involution of Q. Then the following are equivalent: 

(i) (A, cr) is a product of quaternion algebras with involution. 
(ii) (A, cr) ® (Q, y) is adjoint to a Pfister form. 
(iii) (A, cr) ~ (Q, y) ® Ad(p) for some Pfister form p over K. 
(iv) For any field extension Lj K, (A, crh is either anisotropic or hyper

bolic. 

Proof. Let rr denote the norm form of Q. Then (Q, y) ® (Q, y) ~ Ad(rr). 
Note that (A, cr) ~ (Q, y) ® Ad(iT) for a quadratic form iT over K which 
represents 1, and that (A, cr) is isotropic or hyperbolic if and only if the 
same holds for the quadratic form rr ® iT over K. 

(i =} ii) This is immediate from Theorem l. 
(ii =} iii) Assume that (A, cr) ® (Q, y) ~ Ad(1jf) for a Pfister form 1jf 

over K. As (Q, Y)K(Q) is hyperbolic, 1jfK(Q) is hyperbolic. By [8, Chap. X, 
Corollary 4.13], then 1jf ~ rr ® p for some Pfister form p over K. On the 
other hand, (A, cr) ~ (Q, y)®Ad(iT) yields that Ad(1jf) ~ (A, cr)®(Q, y) ~ 
Ad(rr ® iT). Since 1jf is a Pfister form and rr ® iT represents I, it follows that 
rr ® iT ~ 1jf ~ rr ® p. Therefore iT and p extend to the same hermitian form 
over (Q, y), showing that (A, cr) ~ (Q, y) ® Ad(iT) ~ (Q, y) ® Ad(p). 

(iii =} i) This is obvious. 
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(iii => iv) Assume that (A, a) ~ (Q, y) 0 Ad(p) for a Pfister form p 

over K. Let L j K be a field extension. Then (A, a) L is isotropic or hyperbolic 
if and only if the same holds for (TC 0 p) L. Since (TC 0 p) L is a Pfister form, 
it is either anisotropic or hyperbolic, so the same is true for (A, a)L. 

(iv => ii) Given a field extension Lj K, (A, a)L is isotropic or hyper
bolic if and only if the same holds for (A, ah 0 L (Q, Y)L. Hence, if 
(A, ah is either anisotropic or hyperbolic for any field extension Lj K, 
then (A, a) 0 (Q, y) is adjoint to a Pfister form, and thus is a product of 
quatemion algebras with involution. 0 

Note that, if the quatemion algebra Q is split, then (A, a) is hyperbolic 
and the equivalences in the corollary hold trivially. 

Theorem 2. Let (A, a) be a central simple algebra with orthogonal involu
tion over K. Assume that A is Brauer equivalent to a quaternion algebra Q 
over K and thatdeg(A) = 211 with n ::: 1. Then the following are equivalent: 

(i) (A, a) is isomorphic to a product of quaternion algebras with involu-
tion. 

(ii) (A, a)K(Q) is adjoint to a Pfister form. 
(iii) (A, a) ~ (Q, r) 0 Ad(p) for some orthogonal involution ron Q and 

some (n-I)-fold Pfister form p over K. 
(iv) For any field extension Lj K, (A, ah is either anisotropic or hyper

bolic. 

Proof (i) => (ii) This follows from Theorem 1. 
(ii) => (iv) Assume that (A, ak(Q) is adjoint to a Pfister form. Let 

Lj K be a field extension such that (A, ah is not hyperbolic. By the 
lemma, then (A, a)L(Q) is not hyperbolic. Since L(Q) is an extension of 
K(Q), the assumption implies that (A, ah(Q) is anisotropic. Thus (A, a)L is 
anisotropic. 

(iv) => (ii) Let <p be a quadratic form over K(Q) with (A, a)K(Q) ~ 
Ad(<p). Then dim(<p) = deg(A) = 211. With the assumption of (iv) it fol
lows that <PL is anisotropic or hyperbolic for any field extension Lj K(Q). 
Therefore <p is similar to a Pfister form TC over K(Q), and then (A, a)K(Q) ~ 
Ad(<p) ~ Ad(TC). 

(ii) => (iii) Assume that (A, a)K(Q) is adjoint to a Pfister form. By 
the proposition, then (A, a)K(Q) ~ Ad(TCK(Q) for an n-fold Pfister form TC 
over K. Let y denote the canonical involution on Q. Then (A, a) is adjoint 
to a skew-hermitian form h of rank 211

-
1 over (Q, y). Let 0 E QX be an 

element represented by h. Then 0 is a pure quatemion. Let d = 02 E K x • 

Note that (A. a)K(,jd) is split and isotropic. As (ii) implies (iv), it follows that 
(A, a)K("jd) is hyperbolic. Since (A, a)K("jd) ~ Ad(TCK(,jd)' then TCK("jd) is 
hyperbolic. Using [8, Chap. X, Theorem 1.5] it follows that TC ~ (1, -d) 0 p 

over K for some (n - I)-fold Pfister form p. 
Let now r denote the unique orthogonal involution on Q with r(o) = -0. 

By [2, Proposition 3.4], A contains an a-invariant subalgebra isomorphic 
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to (Q, r). The centraliser of this subalgebra then is split and also a -invariant. 
Then (A, a) ~ (Q, r)0Ad(iJ) where lJ is a quadraticform over K which rep
resents 1. Then (A, a) is adjoint to the hermitian form over (Q. r) obtained 
from lJ by extending scalars from K to Q. Since (Q, r)K(Q) is adjoint to the 
quadratic form (1, -d) over K(Q), it follows that (A, a)K(Q) ~ Ad(<jJK(Q) 

for the quadratic form <jJ = (1, -d) 0 lJ defined over K. Hence, <jJK(Q) 

is similar to the Pfister form JrK(Q)' As <jJK(Q) represents 1, it follows that 
<jJK(Q) ~ JrK(Q)' Therefore, the two hermitian forms over (Q, r) obtained 
from p and from lJ by extending scalars from K to Q become isometric over 
(Q, r)K(Q) and thus, by the result proven in [4] and in [9, Proposition 3.3], 
they are already isometric over (Q, r). Therefore (A, a) ~ (Q, r) 0 Ad(p). 

(iii) => (i) This is obvious. 0 
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